
KES PTO Before & After School Activities- Fall 2019  

KATONAH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PTO BEFORE/AFTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES PROGRAMS 
FALL SESSION RUNS FROM OCTOBER 2, 2019 - DECEMBER 6, 2019 

REGISTRATION FOR FALL SESSION: REGISTRATION:  
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 2019 @ 12:00 PM- FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2019 @ 9:00 PM 

Registration includes: 1) Student registration information 2) B/ASA permission slip 3) Online payment 
or a separate check for each class and each student. Siblings may not share permission slips or 
payment checks. Registration must be completed online via the Cheddarup site, including online 
payment or payment by check sent by backpack mail or dropped off by parents to the ASA box 
located in the main office. ALL FORMS AND PAYMENT MUST BE SUBMITTED FOR REGISTRATION 
TO BE ACCEPTED. 
Please complete your registration online as early as possible as classes fill on a first come, first served 
basis. Due to class size limits, some classes do close out. Online registration ends promptly at 9:00 PM 
on Friday, September 13, 2019. 

FEES: 
The fee for each class varies. Pay online or make checks payable to “KES PTO.” If paying by check, a 
separate check is required for each class and each student. Write your child's name, teacher, ASA class 
and phone number on the front of the check. Once our session starts on 10/3, we do not issue course 
refunds. 

PROGRAM DETAILS: 
The Fall BSA/ASA Session runs from Wednesday, October 2, 2019 to Friday, December 6, 2019. One 
week is reserved at the end of the session as a weather reserve date to be used in the event school is 
cancelled due to the weather, or a class is cancelled because of vendor/instructor issues. The weather 
reserve date is noted below in [__]. As such, depending on the day of the week, there are between 
8-10 classes in each scheduled session. Regardless of the Session, BSA starts at 8:10AM and ends at 
9:10AM. ASA classes begin at 3:45PM and ends at 4:45PM. 
MONDAY- 7 CLASSES: 10/7, 10/21, 10/28, 11/4, 11/18, 11/25, 12/1, [12/9] 
TUESDAY- 8 BSA CLASSES & 7 ASA CLASSES: 10/8, 10/15, 10/22, 10/29, *11/12, 11/19, 11/26, 12/3, 
[12/10] *(NO ASA 11/12 due to early dismissal for parent/teacher conferences) 
WEDNESDAY- 8 CLASSES: 10/2, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 11/6, 11/13, 11/20, 12/4, [12/11] 
THURSDAY-8 BSA CLASSES & 6 ASA CLASSES: 10/3, 10/10, 10/17, 10,24, *11/7, *11/14, 11/21, 12/5, 
[12/12] *(NO ASA 11/7 due to early dismissal for parent/teacher conferences, NO ASA 11/14 due to 
early dismissal for parent/teacher conferences) 
FRIDAY PM- 6 CLASSES: 10/11, 10/18, 11/1, 11/8, 11/15, 12/6, [12/13] 
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COURSE LIST (PLEASE BELOW FOR DESCRIPTIONS): 
MONDAY AM: FANTASTIC BEASTS K-2- ANNE O'CONNOR (minimum 6) $116 
MONDAY AM: CARTOONING- Young Rembrandts 3-5 (minimum 4) $116 

MONDAY PM: DINOSAURS ROCK K-2 (minimum 15) $176 
MONDAY PM: CURIOSITY CLUB 3-5 (minimum 4) $131 
MONDAY PM: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY 2-3 (minimum 6 ) $154 

TUESDAY AM: SEW HAPPY 1-5 (minimum 7) $154 
TUESDAY AM: DRUMMING 3-5- Amadeus Conservatory of Music (minimum 6) $244 

TUESDAY PM: UP, DOWN & AROUND: NAVIGATING THE OUTDOORS K-2 (minimum 8) $193 
TUESDAY PM: AUTUMN HARVEST COOKING CLASS 3-5 (minimum 10) $224 
TUESDAY PM: CHALLENGE ISLAND 3-5 (minimum 8) $162 
TUESDAY PM: YOGA K-2 (minimum 5) $110 

WEDNESDAY AM: SPANISH LEVEL 1, 2-5- Jacqueline Zerrate (minimum 6) $176 
WEDNESDAY AM: CHESS K-5- Damian Donovan (minimum 10) $141 

WEDNESDAY PM: HANDS ON SCIENCE K-3 (minimum 7) $132 
WEDNESDAY PM - FRENCH LEVEL 1, K-2 (minimum 6) $176 
WEDNESDAY PM: MAKE-A-MOVIE 3-5 (minimum 4) $264 

THURSDAY AM: SUZUKI VIOLIN K-3 (minimum 4) $226 
THURSDAY AM: ROBOTICS 3-5 (minimum 10) $220 

THURSDAY PM: KARATE K-3- KEMPO KARATE (minimum 5) $100 
THURSDAY PM: ACTING 3-5 (minimum 6) $132 
THURSDAY PM: CHALLENGE ISLAND K-2 (min. 8) $139 
THURSDAY PM: Mrs. Eckler's SCULPY SENSATION 3-5 (minimum 4) $114 

FRIDAY AM: FRENCH LEVEL 2, 2-5 (minimum 6) $132 
FRIDAY AM: INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUMENTS K-2 (minimum 4) $200 

FRIDAY PM: BRICKS 4 KIDZ K-2 (minimum 9) $109 
FRIDAY PM: FASHION TRENDS 2-5 (minimum 8) $109 
FRIDAY PM: NATURE OF THINGS 3-5 (minimum 6) $165 
FRIDAY PM: BREAK DANCING K-2 (minimum 10) $132 

SCHOOL NOTES: 
The permission slip required at registration will serve as that student’s school note to stay for all (8-10) 
classes in the session. A note must be sent into school (to the attention of Barbara Monaco, Program 
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Facilitator) with your child if they will NOT be staying for his/her after school activity class, otherwise, 
they will be kept at school for the ASA class. 

DROP OFF: 
If your child is enrolled in a before school activity please walk your child into the main vestibule and 
sign in with the instructor. The instructor will be escorting the children to their assigned classroom. 
Reminder : you must stay with your child if the instructor has not arrived yet. The office staff is not 
responsible for children in the building before school starts. 

PICK UP: 
For safety reasons, students will not be excused from their program until a parent or guardian comes 
for them. The program instructor will escort the children to the Gymnasium at the end of the program. 
You are responsible for picking up your child from the Gymnasium. Students who are repeatedly 
picked up late will not be permitted to continue attending the class. 
In case of inclement weather, check the Katonah-Lewisboro School District 
website,www.klschooldistrict.org , or listen to WHUD 100.7 FM and follow the school’s early dismissal 
procedure. Classes canceled due to inclement weather will be rescheduled at the end of the program, 
if possible. All classes are canceled on days where there is a weather related delay (BSA), a weather 
related early dismissal or an early dismissal scheduled (ASA). 
For the safety of the children it is important that you park ONLY in legally designated parking areas. 
Parking around the entrance circle, and on the hill is NOT permitted. 
Parking is available on Huntville Road and in the visitors' parking lot across the street. Please also 
remember pick up time is promptly at 4:45PM. 

CONDUCT: 
Parents will be notified by KES faculty Barbara Monaco if their child is misbehaving in class as a first 
and second warning. Students who continually misbehave and/or disrupt the class may be removed 
from the program. Refunds will not be provided. 
Questions regarding ASA & BSA course offerings can be directed to Meredith Black 
Katoanh.ASA@gmail.com 
Questions regarding registration can be directed to Jennifer Lieberman 
jennifer.ann.lieberman@gmail.com . 
KES Facility Administrator: Barbara Monaco bmonaco@klschools.org  

COURSE DESCRIPTONS:  
MONDAY AM: FANTASTIC BEASTS K-2. Anne O’Connor 
Learn to make your favorite creatures, real or imaginary, by sculpting, drawing and painting, using 
materials like polymer clay, air dry clay, paint, scratchboard, and more.  Then learn how to make them 
fly, walk, run or swim using stop-motion animation.  You can have your characters act out a scene from 
your favorite story, or create your own adventure for them.  For those who have taken Fantastic Beasts 
before, there will be new projects and techniques to explore. 
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MONDAY AM: CARTOONING 3-5. Young Rembrandts 
Learning to draw can be fun, especially when we create silly characters, funny expressions and drawing 
sequences that tell a joke!  This delightful program combines Young Rembrandts’ innovative, step-by-
step drawing method with light-hearted subject matter that engages children, their sense of humor, 
and their vivid imaginations. 

MONDAY PM: DINOSAURS ROCK K-2. Dinosaurs Rock, Inc. 
Take home a great collection of genuine fossils & minerals with fun & fascinating  hands-on 
activities!  We Bring The Museum To You! With this hands-on exploration of the prehistoric world.  
“See & Touch” life-size and 5-500 million year old genuine specimens.  Topics covered include 
Fascinating Fossils, the Miracle of Minerals, Paleontologist  For  A Day, the Ice Age, Prehistoric Sharks 
and more.  Projects with REAL FOSSILS & MINERALS may include:  Fossil Excavation, Crystal Geode 
Opening, Dinosaur Model-Building, Gemstone Panning, Shark Tooth Necklaces, Trilobite Excavation, 
Mammoth Bone Dig, Amber Discovery & more.  

MONDAY PM: CURIOSITY CLUB 3-5. Jessica Fillhart 
Science is AWESOME! Send your child on a science adventure that will engage young minds through 
hands on, inquiry-based explorations. Our little scientists will make amazing discoveries and real-life 
connections in physics, chemistry earth science, engineering and much more. Each class, students will 
learn a concrete scientific concept, and apply it to a hands-on experiment or experience. Your learner 
will be immersed in an exciting, STEM journey, that will take learning out of books and into the real 
world.  

MONDAY PM: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY 2-3. Magic Box Productions 
Digital Photography (meeting once a week afterschool for 7 sessions, 1 hour per session), will 
introduce students to the still image as an art form and help them explore Photography and 
Community.  Along with technical acuman, they will learn concepts including Point of View, 
Perspective, Composition and Context and utilizing critique and analysis as students create written 
Artist Statements about their photographs. The program culminates with a  Gallery Exhibition for 
which students plan, execute and critique their work.   Each student will receive one 5x7 print of their 
best work to take home.  Magic Box Productions will provide Point and Shoot cameras and memory 
cards.   

TUESDAY AM: SEW HAPPY 1-5. Sew Happy 
Have fun with Sew Happy's latest project, a Woodland Basket. Students will construct an adorable 
square basket which is decorated with trees and woodland flora and fauna on the outside but 
becomes the cozy home of a hedgehog family on the inside complete with a hedgehog stuffie. A 
decorative carrying handle makes the project transportable. Kids in grades 1 thru' 5 will learn how to 
thread a needle, tie a knot, pin, and stitch with our trained instructors. Beginners are welcome at this 
class and experienced sewers will love working on a new project! 

TUESDAY AM: DRUMMING 3-5. Amadeus Conservatory of Music 
Want to see if you have rhythm?  Allow us to direct your energy and excitedment into the dynamic 
world of percussion.  In this class students will be taught basic rhythms and techniques for drumming.   
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TUESDAY PM: UP, DOWN & AROUND: NAVIGATING THE OUTDOORS K-2. Curious-on-Hudson 
You know the world is round (or is it?), right? In this indoor/outdoor class, we’ll learn how to find our 
place on the big globe and figure out where we are. Are we north? South? East? West? We’ll trek our 
way around the woods to learn compass skills and how to find our way in a wooded area. And we’ll 
look to get some big answers like: where does the sun go and why? Why do we have short and long 
days? How did explorers use stars and other elements of the night sky to get around? (Outdoor/Indoor 
classroom). 

TUESDAY PM: AUTUMN HARVEST COOKING CLASS 3-5. Kids Cookery 
Our classes offer a unique cooking experience.  We "blend" creativity, nowledge and fun into our 
recipes.  Each week the children will prepare a recipe and take it home with baking instructions.  Each 
child will receive a recipe pamphlet at the end of the session.  To celebrate our love for sweets we will 
make homemade fudge, sweet pineapply bread, mango salsa and chips, oreo bars, a Halloween treat, 
pumpkin chocolate chip cookies and a delicious chocolate cake.  How sweet it is!!! 

TUESDAY PM: CHALLENGE ISLAND 3-5. Challenge Island 
Challenge Island takes you on an imaginary "island" adventure where you collaborate in tribes and 
tackle unique S.T.E.A.M. challenges using only the materials in your treasure chest and your boundless 
creativity. Set your clocks to go back in time on Challenge Island's action-packed Time Machine Island! 
You and your tribe will test your STEAM savvy as you whiz back to Ancient Egypt, The California Gold 
Rush, a 1970's Pinball Arcade and many other exciting eras.  This incredible island is sure to be one for 
the history books!  

TUESDAY PM: YOGA K-2. Ophira Herman 
This class is filled with traditional yoga poses, breathing exercises and guided relaxation techniques. 
Children will develop flexibility, coordination and body awareness through cooperative  games and 
activities. Age appropriate music and props present sensory integration and add to the yoga fun. 
Grades K-5 

WEDNESDAY AM: SPANISH LEVEL 1, 2-5. Jacqueline Zerrate 
The aim of this program is to instill in a relaxed way, a positive feeling for Spanish vocabulary, with 
emphasis on pronunciation and reading skills. The student will learn to read simple text and be 
enabled to use everyday expressions.  Spanish level 1 consists of greetings, using verbs such as: to 
eat, to sleep, to like, to want, etc… By means of writing, reading, drawing, coloring, singing and 
interplay, the children learn complete simple sentences and their pronunciation. (i.e.: fruits, numbers, 
colors, foods, parts of the body, animals…) 

WEDNESDAY AM: CHESS K-5- Damian Donovan  
Join the KES chess team! Chess opens a child’s eyes to his/her intellectual power. Young players learn 
to plan logically, anticipate consequences, calculate advantages, and persist in finding the right move-
problem solving skills that apply to every academic subject. The class is open to all levels from 
absolute beginners to tournament players. Children will receive instruction on tactics and strategy. 
They will play supervised games and practice the art of checkmate on diagrams tailored to their level. 
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Students are encouraged to but need not participate in weekend class tournaments. The class will be 
taught by Damian Donovan who brings 15 years on chess teaching experience to the KES program. 
Mr. Donovan has coached teams to many local and state championships and in 2009 is teams ranked 
among the top 5 in the nation.  

WEDNESDAY PM: HANDS ON SCIENCE K-3 Hands On Science Enrichment, llc 
This memorable class can spark a lifetime of interest in science. Explore the human body, learn about 
magnets, weather, sound, animals, bugs, chemistry and earth science. Touch lightning, make magnets, 
see bubbling dry ice, explode a volcano, make crazy chemical reactions and much more. Most classes 
have something for you to take home such as 2 million year old shark teeth, silly putty and solar beads. 
Science was never this fun.  

WEDNESDAY PM - FRENCH LEVEL 1, K-2 Jacqueline Zerrate 
The aim of this program is to instill in a relaxed way, a positive feeling for French vocabulary, with 
emphasis on pronunciation and reading skills. The student will learn to read simple text and be 
enabled to use everyday expressions.  French level 1 consists of greetings, using verbs such as: to eat, 
to sleep, to like, to want, etc… By means of writing, reading, drawing, coloring, singing and interplay, 
the children learn complete simple sentences and their pronunciation. (i.e.: fruits, numbers, colors, 
foods, parts of the body, animals…) 

WEDNESDAY PM: MAKE-A-MOVIE 3-5. Katherine Perry 
In this class students have the opportunity to make their own short movie. Each week I bring in all the 
props, costumes, etc. needed for making the movies and we shoot one each week. Then the movies 
are edited and put onto one dvd. The final class is for parents and friends to come and watch a 
screening of all the movies, followed by an award ceremony where each student receives an oscar as 
well as a dvd of all the movies. 

THURSDAY AM: SUZUKI VIOLIN K-3. Ridgefield Suzuki School, Mallory Mercier 
Introduction to the violin. Students will learn to play the violin using the internationally renowned 
Suzuki Method, students will learn the violin basics through group instruction, songs and games. By 
the end of the program, students will put on their first concert. (Parent attendance and participation in 
the actual class is encouraged)  
Hosted by the Ridgefield Suzuki School, and taught by Mallory Mercier, a teacher with a bachelors and 
masters degree in Music with a concentration in String Pedagogy.  

THURSDAY AM: ROBOTICS 3-5. Vivian Tai 
Learning about robotics engages students’ natural curiosity, and helps them develop skills and 
confidence. Their codes come to life in ways they can see, hear, touch and even chase across the 
room. As the students build and program their robots to navigate an obstacle course, emulate a 
scorpion, or wrestle in a Sumo battle, they are acquiring knowledge about remote control (ie 
Bluetooth & Infrared), data hubs and wires (ie data transfer), Math concepts (ie Boolean logic, range, 
random, variables and constants), flow charts and more. This course maybe repeated because different 
robot sets and software version will be used with different projects. 
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THURSDAY PM: KARATE K-3. KEMPO KARATE 
 Kempo Karate is a great activity for foundation age students. Our classes emphasize fine motor skills, 
balance, strength, conditioning and mastery of oneself. The exercises and activities performed during 
class keep the kids enthusiastic while improving their karate skills. Participants will have no physical 
contact during the session. Students should wear comfortable clothes and sneakers. All new students 
will receive a white Karate belt at start of program. Throughout the course of the program, all eligible 
students will be invited to earn their next colored belt at a belt rank testing ceremony, hosted by 
Kempo Academy of Cross River (testing fee not included). 

THURSDAY PM: ACTING 3-5. Pamela Stewart 
You don't have to want to be an actor to reap the benefits of this workshop!  Through a fun series of 
theater games and improvisations, children will develop confidence, spontaneity, self-expression and 
imagination while collaborating with others in a supportive group environment. 

THURSDAY PM: CHALLENGE ISLAND K-2. Challenge Island 
Challenge Island takes you on an imaginary "island" adventure where you collaborate in tribes and 
tackle unique S.T.E.A.M. challenges using only the materials in your treasure chest and your boundless 
creativity. Set your clocks to go back in time on Challenge Island's action-packed Time Machine Island! 
You and your tribe will test your STEAM savvy as you whiz back to Ancient Egypt, The California Gold 
Rush, a 1970's Pinball Arcade and many other exciting eras.  This incredible island is sure to be one for 
the history books!  

THURSDAY PM: Mrs. Eckler's SCULPEY SENSATION 3-5 
Sculpey clay is a fun medium to work with, whether you’re a beginner, a longtime lover of clay or just 
looking to get your hands moving. The possibilities of crafting with Sculpey clay are endless. We 
will create fun figurines, jazzy jewelry, crazy critters, and even some cool home decor pieces. 
Taught by KES art teacher Christine Eckler  

FRIDAY AM: FRENCH LEVEL 2, 2-5. Jacqueline Zerrate 
The aim of this program is to instill in a relaxed way, a positive feeling for French vocabulary, with 
emphasis on pronunciation and reading skills. The student will learn to read simple text and be 
enabled to use everyday expressions.  French level 2: The group works on constructing more complex 
and complete sentences dealing with every day situations such as food, the dining table, parts of the 
body, farm animals, numbers, the family unit… The children practice pronouncing, writing, reading, 
singing, coloring and conversing.  While learning vocabulary, the goal is to internalize and familiarize 
them with the fundamental sounds and construction of either language. 

FRIDAY AM: INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUMENTS K-2. Bach To Rock, Ridgefield 
Description will be updated by 8/30/19. 

FRIDAY PM: BRICKS 4 KIDZ K-2. Bricks 4 Kidz 
This is a hands-on class where students will design and build machines, catapults, pyramids, derby 
cards, buildings and other constructions out of LEGO® bricks. While exploring engineering, 
architecture and physics, students will develop problem solving and critical thinking skills.  Participants 
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build a new project each month. Architectural concepts are taught while assembling buildings, bridges 
and other structures.  Once the project is completed, children use the rest of their time to expand their 
gadgets and collaborate with one another  

FRIDAY PM: FASHION TRENDS 2-5. Hobby Quest 
Get ready to discover the designer in you with Hobby Quest’s Fashion Trends! Learn everything there 
is to know about sketching, designing and sewing one of a kind wearable pieces to show off to your 
friends! This session you’ll learn how to create a full outfit including a top and skirt or shorts of your 
own design! You will know what it means to be one of the top trendsetters in school, when you show 
off your fashionable creativity and individual style. You’ll even be able to create an accessory to go 
with your outfit, like a hair band or belt – all made just by you! Since one of the most important parts 
of being a fashionista is showing off your designs, we’ll even have a runway show at the end of the 
session, where you can model your chic creations for your family and friends.  Get ready design world 
– here you come! 

FRIDAY PM: NATURE OF THINGS 3-5. The Nature of Things 
Our after school activities include nature related activities/crafts as well as live animal presentations. 

FRIDAY PM: BREAK DANCING K-2. The Studio, School of Dance 
Break Dance is a high energy style of dance using today’s pop hits that incorporates many different 
styles for a fun and exciting class!!!  Such elements are street dancing, breaking, popping and locking.  
We know your child will enjoy this class and what better way to channel your child’s energy after 
school!!! We are positive your client will love to move and groove to their favorite pop sonds and have 
complete confidence that your client will be head ove heals with our program  
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